
Social Networkingon the Net



Do you, via the Net:

 Send/Receive E-Mails?

 Send/Receive Instant Messages?

 Share Photos & Videos with friends and 
relatives?

 Occasionally search for old friends or 
business associates?

 Read news on specific businesses or 
organizations?

 Want to provide feedback on business 
products or services?



Social Networks are a way to:

 Find lost friends and business contacts

 Communicate thoughts, photos, etc. with 

your contacts individually or as a group

 Learn about businesses/organizations

 Linkup with business opportunities and/or 

organizations

 Provide comments/feedback to businesses



How does it work:
 In general, here's how it works: 

a) You join one of the sites and invite people 

you know to join as well. 

b) Those people invite their contacts to join, 

c) Who in turn invite their contacts to join, 

d) And the process repeats for each person. 

 In theory, any individual can make 

contact through anyone they have a 

connection to, to any of the people that 

person has a connection to, and so on.



Popular Social Networking Sites

 Facebook

 Twitter

 MySpace

 LinkedIn

 You Tube

 Flicker

 Google Buzz (new)

 Wikipedia

Note:  There are over 180 Social networking sites on the Web 

(Wikipedia).



Facebook
 Started in 2006 – Most used social network 

worldwide

 Provides an easy way for friends to keep in touch and 
for individuals to have a presence on the Web 
without needing to build a website.

 Users can create and customize their own profiles 
with photos, videos, and information about 
themselves. Friends can browse the profiles of other 
friends and write messages on their pages.

 Additionally, users can join networks organized by 
city, workplace, and school or college

 Communication is only “friend-to-friend” or “friend-
to-friend-of-friend”, i.e., not everyone on the Web can 
see your communication.



Twitter
 Also started in 2006 

 You can only send text messages, i.e.,“tweet”, and 
they are limited to 140 chrs. (Microblogging)

 It's a great way to keep in touch with your friends by 
quickly broadcasting information about where you are 
and what you're up to. 

 For business, Twitter can be used to broadcast your 
company's latest news and blog posts, interact with 
your customers, or to enable easy internal 
collaboration and group communication. 

 Allows friends, family, and complete strangers to stay 
connected through quick updates

 Typical communication is “follower-to-World” but can 
be limited to “follower-to-follower”



Google Buzz

Similar to Facebook but with some differences:

 Started in February 2010 and integrated into Google’s 

Gmail

 Combines sources like Picasa, Flickr, Google Reader, 

YouTube, Blogger and Twitter into a single feed

 Inbox Integration where user comments get sent 

directly to your inbox (as does Facebook)

 Communication may be either “friend-to-friend” or 

“friend-to-World”

 Puts friend-of-friend content into your stream, even if 

you’re not acquainted. Recommendations learn over 

time with your feedback (similar to Facebook)



Facebook & Buzz – Is Similar to…

 Gathering together with a bunch of 
friends in your living room

 Where only your friends are allowed into 
the room

 The doors and windows are closed so no 
one else can hear or see inside

 You and your friends exchange thoughts, 
ideas, pictures and videos

 You can “talk” to a specific individual or 
to the group as a whole



Twitter – Is Similar to…

 Gathering together in a convention 

center with a bunch of similar minded 

individuals

 Where anybody who wants to can join 

the group

 You may exclude anyone from your group

if you so desire (block them)

 Anyone at the convention can give short 

talks (tweets) to the entire group



Facebook Examples - Overview



Facebook – News Feed

A New Friend

What’s On Your Mind

Text Comment

New Photo Posted

“Like This”



Facebook - Photos

Photos that your 

friends have posted



Facebook – My Photos

All photos 

submitted 

by my 

friends or 

by myself 

on which 

my name 

has been 

tagged



Facebook - Applications



Facebook – Games



Facebook – My Profile



Twitter Examples - Overview



Twitter Examples - Following

An Individual

An Organization

A Business

A Group 



Twitter Examples – Finding Friends



Twitter Examples – Business



Twitter Examples – Interests



Social Networking:  The Appeal…

 Quick way to communicate to several 
people at once – Lets your friends know 
what is happening in your life

 You can also keep up-to-date with what 
your friends are doing

 Encourages “linking out” to find people 
and content

 Can become addictive

 Extremely popular with the younger 
generation



Facebook & Twitter Facts

 Facebook has 200 million active users

 Twitter has 793 k. followers incl. Obama

 3.5 b. min. /day are spent on Facebook

 Twitter averages 50 m. “tweets” per day

 50% more “tweets” occur on weekdays

 850 m. photos added to Facebook /month

 Twitter has had 10 b. “tweets” since 2007



What Happened to MySpace?

 Founded in 2002 to mimic the Asian 

social networking program – Friendster

 Originally planned to be a webhosting 

service for people to post info about 

themselves.

 It quickly turned into a social networking 

site and remained free

 All revenue derived from advertising.



What Happened to MySpace?

 Rupert Murdoch (Fox) purchased it in 

2006 for $580 Million.

 MySpace allowed you to contact anyone 

and seedy characters took advantage.

 MySpace issued disclaimers but didn’t 

change their business model.

 A lot of bad press about criminal 

activities.

 The Company is in disarray but alive.



What is Flikr?

 Flikr is a web hosting site for images and 
videos.

 It was founded in 2004 in Vancouver and 
purchased by Yahoo in 2005.

 Users are offered free accounts with size 
limitations.

 Photos can be organized with Organizr or 
edited with Picnik.

 It’s a great way to share pictures with 
friends.



Flikr Login Page



Flikr Examples



Problems Faced by Flikr

 Yahoo has many issues with images:

◦ Censorship of inappropriate images (varies by 

country – what is OK in U.S. is not OK in 

Middle East)

◦ Copyright infringement

◦ Foreign intervention by China and others 

over politically motivated pictures.

 Photoshop.com and others are 

competitors



LinkedIn

 A business oriented networking site 

mostly used by business professionals

 It has 60 million users and is valued at 

over $1 billion

 Contacts are made by direct connects, 

connects of connects,  and so on.  No 

random connects are allowed.

 Employers can list jobs and search for 

potential candidates



LinkedIn Checks your Contact List



Post Your Resume



Search for Job Openings



LinkedIn

 Users can find others through alumni 

associations, professional societies, etc.

 Users can form a Group based on any 

criteria, i.e. sports team interest, hobby, 

etc.

 Others can join the Group if they are 

interested.

 Currently the White House Activities is a 

Group and everyone can join.





Join LinkedIn

 LinkedIn is free to users and everyone 

here should take a look.

 It’s a great site.  You will likely find others 

that you worked with.

 You can make new contacts based on 

interest.



YouTube

 Video sharing website where users can 
upload and view videos

 Registered users can upload as many 
videos as they wish

 Purchased by Google in 2006 for $1.65 
Billion

 Everyone has seen videos on YouTube.  
They are on the evening news programs.

 Current events,  natural catastrophes,  
police actions, etc are on YouTube



YouTube

 Visual quality is not good, but OK

 Far more useful than you may know.

 Want to know how to fix a leaky faucet? –
watch a video on YouTube

 Want to know how to cook lobster tails on 
a Gas Grill? – watch a video on YouTube

 Want to learn how to install a new hard 
drive on your computer? – watch a video on 
YouTube

 The applications are endless.



Where Do We Go From Here?

 Everyone is always looking for the next 

big thing

 The internet can deliver very quickly

 Don’t be surprised if Facebook,  Twitter, 

Buzz, etc are faded memories in 5 years.

 The next generation will laugh at the 

funny networking models used today.


